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Of Firsts and Lasts
There is something decidedly sweet about new beginnings. As the New Year rings out, and
thousands of people make their New Year’s resolution lists’ of “losing weight, going back to
school, and exercising more,” we are excited to announce that our list this year includes moving
to Peru! While we have not bought our airplane tickets yet, we have officially started the
planning process for leaving at the end of December. We covet your prayers for wisdom in this
process, as we look to spend our last year in the States on
deputation and our first in Peru.
Thank you so much to all of you who have been praying for the
OG Conference. To be honest, it was a bit of a surreal time, sitting
there amongst dozens of young people and watching as God
worked in our midst. Our hearts were challenged and encouraged
by veteran missionaries Jason Holt, Jeff Bush, Pastor Austin
Gardner, and many others. I also had the privilege of talking and
praying with several young men about how God might use them
for world evangelism. While this was most likely our last OG
Conference before we leave for Peru, the conference was the first of
many to come for nineteen young people who surrendered their lives to missions! Nineteen lives.
Nineteen lives who might just turn the world upside down for Christ. What an amazing God we
serve, who allows us to be a part in something so amazing!
Your Missionaries to Peru,
Mitch, Jacqulyn, Landon, and Ryan McCormack
Praises
• Nineteen young people surrendered their lives to
missions at the OG Conference.
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Prayer Requests
• Wisdom as we begin making plans to leave
for the field.
• In the next few weeks, we are really looking
to finish booking up our remaining
openings for 2020.
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